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“ A n y t h i n g  o n e  m a n  c a n  i m a g i n e , 
   o t h e r  m e n  c a n  m a k e  r e a l .
   

       J u l e s  V e r n e
“



EDITO / 7

I
mpressive sizes, bold designs, advanced material, high-tech features ; GRAHAM watches will catch your eye at first glance. 
Our presence in daring watch making is not random. GRAHAM’s main focus is to celebrate its heritage descending from George 
Graham, an eminent British watchmaker, scientist and friend of the astronomers, also known as the father of the chronograph. 
George Graham is the pioneer of modern watch making. He invented the start and stop device of the chronograph in 1725, the 
dead-beat and cylinder escapement, the mercury pendulum, to name a few. He built the most precise clock for the Greenwich 

Royal Observatory which timed most of the Naval achievements of the 18th century. He created lots of science instruments for 
astronomers and physicists. Faithful to this visionary tradition, GRAHAM puts a great deal of effort into challenging itself, reinventing 
and improving its luxury machinery. We do not see any limits to technology and aesthetics. It is part of our DNA. Open-minded, we 
cultivate a taste for advanced technologies using high-tech materials and innovative machining processes...always with a twist  !
Our team works with passion and ambition. Our watches surprise for their originality, uniqueness and richness of detail. GRAHAM 
perpetuates its values by offering contemporary outstanding timepieces with an undisputable technical know-how of a true 
Swiss-based manufacture. The trend-setter collection Chronofighter features the renowned GRAHAM signature : the trigger on 
the left side of the case which guarantees the most intuitive and fastest use of the chronograph functions. The Silverstone range 
bears an impressive array of racing skills and adrenaline. The fast chronographs feature the racing colours and are enhanced by 
sophisticated functions. All is about endurance. The iconic Swordfish is a tribute to our passion for contemporary art. The fresh and 
retrofuturistic look of the model arouses curiosity and catches the gaze in a hypnotic grip. This is our architectural vision of watch  
making. Our collection is crowned with Haute Horlogerie masterpieces powered by complex and sophisticated mechanisms such 
as the enchanting Geo.Graham line or the Moon retrograde tourbillon. In keeping with our tradition and rich heritage, GRAHAM 
is a wonderful human adventure aimed at reaching way beyond technical and aesthetic limits. This is what makes GRAHAM a 
transgenerational brand. George Graham would have been proud of us. We hope that you will enjoy your breakthrough in the new 
GRAHAM collection and vision of watch making with the same enthusiasm and emotion that we felt in creating it.



8 // GRAHAM COMpAny

I
n 2008, the new headquarters of GRAHAM SA was inaugurated on the west side of the city of La Chaux-de-Fonds, closed to the 
aerodrome and at the heart of the Watch Valley and its suppliers. The building was perceived as an independent lightweight 
construction in steel on the roof of an existing factory building from the sixties. The sculptural staircase tower acts as 
entrance to both buildings.

Surrounded by forests and meadows, GRAHAM headquarters has a stimulating and creative atmosphere. To guarantee a glare-free 
working environment and optimized heat insulation in the watch making workshop, the entire facade is covered with an additional  
textile skin. This “artistic membrane” imagined by the artist Felice Varini – printed on the textile with a picture – pulls the surrounding 
landscape onto the road during the day, while at night the rhythm of the vertical windows behind the veil become visible, setting up 
a dialogue with the existing façade. 
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eorge GRAHAM legacy

Graham is an unrepentantly English name for an exquisitely English watch. If you’re 

interested in the minutiae of watch making, Graham was the surname of George 

Graham, born in 1673, master watchmaker who lived in Fleet Street, London.

London was definitely the place to be if you were interested in watch making in the 17th and 18th 

centuries. A highly developed city, it had a business culture, the world’s first scientific society and a navy 

all of which had pressing time keeping requirements. Like many Brits before and after him, Graham was 

more interested in generating lots of ideas than in making money.



1673
George Graham was born close 

to Carlisle, in the county of 
Cumberland (UK).

1696
Thomas Tompion, the famous 

English watch and clockmaker, 
invited George to join his 

services. He joined Tompion at 
his premises, “The Dial and Three 

Crowns,” at the corner of Water 
Lane and Fleet Street.

1688
George lost his father at an early 
age and was reared by his older 
half-brother, William, at nearby 

Sikeside. While still a boy, 
George left Cumberland and made 
his way to London where, on July 
2, 1688, he became apprentice to 

the clockmaker Henry Aske.

1695
On September 30, having 

completed his seven years of 
apprenticeship, George was 
admitted a Freeman of the 
Clockmakers’Company.

12 /// HISTORY



1704
On September 25, George Graham 
married Elizabeth, the daughter of 

Tompion’s brother, James, 
at St. Mary-le-Bow Church, 
London. Elizabeth was then 

eighteen and the wedding was 
witnessed by Tompion.

1722
He became Master of the 

Clockmasters’ Company and 
Fellow of the Royal Society.

In 1720, Graham gave up 
Tompion’s old house at the corner 

of Fleet Street. He moved his 
premises, “The Dial and One 

Crown”, a little nearer to the Fleet 
Bridge.

1713
George was taken into partnership 

with Tompion. When Tompion 
died in 1713, he left the business 
to George and Elizabeth jointly.

1751
George died and was buried in 
Westminster Abbey in the same 
grave as his mentor and friend, 

Thomas Tompion. 

Georges Graham



14 /// HISTORY

1715 : Invention of the dead-beat escapement

After having refined Tompion’s earlier ‘dead-beat’ escapement for clocks, 

George Graham started around 1715 to fit it into his precision clocks. Still in use, it 

has always been regarded as predecessor and superior to the ‘anchor’ escapement, 

for precision work. This is because in an ordinary anchor escapement the escape 

wheel and its wheel train is caused to recoil by the shape of the anchor pallets. 

It was to stop the problems of friction that Graham invented this form of escape 

wheel and pallets that produce no recoil. He brought this escapement to France 

and Switzerland in 1728 and is still used in high-precision pendulum clocks.



/// 15

Circa 1721 : Invention of the Mercury clock 

With the increasing accuracy of clocks, the effects of changes of temperature 

on the running became more apparent. George Graham invented a self-

compensating pendulum in which mercury in the pendulum bob is used to 

counter the effect of heat on the pendulum rod. This was the first successful 

attempt to overcome the effect of temperature changes. Combined with the   

escapement, this clock produced a degree of precision that was only to be 

exceeded with the development of the invar by Charles Edouard Guillaume 

in 1895. Clocks of this type were known as regulators. He communicated his 

discovery to the Royal Society in an article published in the Philosophical 

Transactions in 1726. 

Circa 1721 : Invention of the Mercury clock Circa 1721 : Invention of the Mercury clock Circa 1721 : Invention of the Mercury clock Circa 1721 : Invention of the Mercury clock 

With the increasing accuracy of clocks, the effects of changes of temperature 

on the running became more apparent. George Graham invented a self-

compensating pendulum in which mercury in the pendulum bob is used to 

counter the effect of heat on the pendulum rod. This was the first successful 

attempt to overcome the effect of temperature changes. Combined with the   

escapement, this clock produced a degree of precision that was only to be 

exceeded with the development of the invar by Charles Edouard Guillaume 

in 1895. Clocks of this type were known as regulators. He communicated his 

discovery to the Royal Society in an article published in the Philosophical 
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Circa 1725 : Invention of the “cylinder escapement” 

George Graham also developed a dead-beat escapement for watches, known as 

the ‘cylinder’ escapement. Circa 1725, he began to fit them in all his watches 

rather than the standard ‘verge’ which, like the anchor escapement in clocks, 

causes recoil. Apart from being more accurate than anything done before, it 

made thinner watches possible. Julien Le Roy, the great French watchmaker, 

who received one of the new cylinder escapement watches from Graham 

in 1728 recognized the superiority of the system, after which the cylinder 

escapement began to be used in France and Switzerland. 



/// 17

1725 : Father of the chronograph

George Graham constructed an observatory timer for John Desaguliers, FRS., 

first clock that could measure 1/16th of a second. It was weight driven with 

a fast beating pendulum that could be stopped and started at will. It allowed 

intervals accurate to one-sixteenth of a second to be measured and was the first 

step towards today’s modern chronograph (recording and marking accurate 

intervals of time), earning Graham the title “father of the chronograph”. 



18 /// HISTORY

George GRAHAM : Friend of Astronomers

George Graham is not only a well-known watchmaker but he is known as well 

for having produced several astronomic instruments, many of which were used 

in the Royal Observatory of Greenwich which was the centre of astronomical 

research during the eighteenth century. Graham’s active connection with 

Greenwich began after the death of Flamsteed, the first Astronomer Royal, in 

1719, and under the direction of his immediate successor, Edmond Halley.

Graham’s scientific work gained international fame and some of his inventions 

at Greenwich were copied by other instrument makers for French, Spanish, 

Italian and West Indian astronomers.
Edmond Halley James Bradley



/// 19

1713 : Inventor of the first Orrery 

When Tompion died in 1713, he left the business to George Graham and 

Elizabeth, his wife, jointly. The same year George invented the first “Orrery”, 

a mechanical device driven by clockwork which shows the relative motions of 

the Sun with the Earth and its Moon. One of the first to be made was presented 

to Charles Boyle, 4th Earl of Orrery, from which all such tellurians and 

planetariums take their name.

Joseph Wright of Derby, The Orrery 



“Time is a dressmaker specializing in alterations.” Faith Baldwin



Greenwich Royal Observatory, LondonGreenwich Royal Observatory, London

Chronofighter 1695
The Chronofighter 1695 is an homage to George Graham, known as “Honest George”, the father of the 
chronograph and creator of simplified escapements which are the ancestor of the Swiss modern escapement.

This elegant and distinctive timepiece is engraved with the Greenwich Royal Observatory as a tribute to the 
early life of George Graham, the official watchmaker of this important British Institution. The case back also 
features a sapphire aperture on the balance wheel and the escapement. 



Greenwich Royal Observatory, London



24 //// CHROnOfIGHTER 1695
SAVOIR-fAIRE

Hand-made engraving, like a trace of eternity…

With virtuosity and delicacy, the engraver incises the pink gold case back 
to give a rare elegance and emotion to the timepiece. 
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26 //// CHROnOfIGHTER 1695

Ref.  2CXAp.S03A

CHRONOFIGHTER 1695
Chronograph 
Cal ibre  G1745,  automat ic 
42mm pink  gold  (18K)  case
Si lver-whi te  d ia l



 //// 27

Ref .  2CXAp.S03A

CHRONOFIGHTER 1695
Hand-engraved case back 

wi th  Greenwich Royal  Observatory,  p ink  gold  (18K)



28 //// CHROnOfIGHTER 1695

Ref.  2CXAS.S02A.L23B

CHRONOFIGHTER 1695
Chronograph
Cal ibre  G1745,  automat ic
42mm steel  case
Si lver-whi te  d ia l

Ref .  2CXAS.B02A.A24f

CHRONOFIGHTER 1695
Chronograph

Cal ibre  G1745,  automat ic
42mm steel  case 

Black d ia l
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Ref .  2CXAS.S01A.L18B

CHRONOFIGHTER 1695
Chronograph
Cal ibre  G1745,  automat ic
42mm steel  case 
Si lver-whi te  d ia l

Ref .  2CXAS.B01A.L18B

CHRONOFIGHTER 1695
Chronograph

Cal ibre  G1745,  automat ic
42mm steel  case

Black d ia l



30 //// CHROnOfIGHTER 1695

Ref.  2CXAS.B02A

CHRONOFIGHTER 1695
Chronograph 
Cal ibre  G1745,  automat ic 
42mm steel  case
Black d ia l
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“You may delay, but time will not.” Benjamin Franklin



Chronofighter
The Chronofighter is the quintessential stopwatch series. Back in the forties, during the allied bomber raids, 
pilots needed to follow flight plans and to time air raids they were past a certain landmark. High up, very cold, 
being shot in the confinement of a flight deck, strapped into their seats, wearing gloves, they needed a specially 
designed system. 

The lever, placed on the left side of the case is effortless, instinctive and reliable as it is operated by the thumb, 
the fastest of all fingers. This precision mechanical device, the rugged construction and a big dial were vital 
elements for a watch designed for such a mission. 

Pilots are not the only people for whom elapsed time is a critical element. Inspired by and dedicated to pursuits 
such as diving, racing and exploring, the Chronofighter series is GRAHAM’s answer to split-second timing in 
extraordinary environments.





36 //// 



CHROnOfIGHTER ///// 37

Ref .  2CRBS.B10A

FORTRESS
Chronograph,  RAC
Cal ibre  G1742,  automat ic
43mm steel  case
Black d ia l



a

38 ///// CHRONOFIGHTER 
SAVOIR-FAIRE

Carbon fast-action start/stop lever 
and ceramic bezel



a

Smoked/see-through sapphire crystal case back

Telemeter function
Calculated 25°C



Ref .  2CCAu.B02A

OVERSIZE
Chronograph,  te lemeter 
Cal ibre  G1747,  automat ic 
47mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack and beige d ia l 

40 ///// 



CHROnOfIGHTER ///// 41

Ref .  2CCAu.G01A 

OVERSIZE
Chronograph,  te lemeter 
Cal ibre  G1747,  automat ic 
47mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack and green d ia l

Ref .  2CCAu.B01A 

OVERSIZE
Chronograph,  te lemeter 

Cal ibre  G1747,  automat ic 
47mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case

Ceramic bezel ,  b lack and orange d ia l



42 ///// CHROnOfIGHTER

Ref.  2CCAu.S01A

OVERSIZE
Chronograph,  te lemeter 
Cal ibre  G1747,  automat ic 
47mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Ceramic bezel ,  grey  and b lack d ia l

42 ///// 



CHROnOfIGHTER ///// 43CHROnOfIGHTER ///// 43

Ref .  2CCAC.S01A  

OVERSIZE
Chronograph,  te lemeter 
Cal ibre  G1747,  automat ic 
47mm steel  case 
Ceramic bezel ,  grey  and b lack d ia l

Ref .  2CCAC.B03A

OVERSIZE
Chronograph,  te lemeter 

Cal ibre  G1747,  automat ic 
47mm steel  case 

Ceramic bezel ,  b lack and whi te  d ia l



Big date with 
double discs at  

12 o’clock

44 ///// CHROnOfIGHTER
SAVOIR-fAIRE

Sapphire bezel



 //// 45
GMT function 
(2 time zones’ simultaneous reading)

Fast-action 
start/stop trigger



46 ///// CHROnOfIGHTER

Ref.  2OVGS.B39A 

OVERSIZE GMT
Chronograph,  GMT,  b ig  date

Cal ibre  G1733,  automat ic
47mm steel  case,  sapphire  bezel 

Black and s i lver  d ia l

Ref .  2OVGS.B12A  

OVERSIZE GMT
Chronograph,  GMT,  b ig  date 
Cal ibre  G1733,  automat ic
47mm steel  case,  sapphire  bezel
Black and green d ia l  

Ref .  2OVGS.B26A 

OVERSIZE GMT
Chronograph,  GMT,  b ig  date 
Cal ibre  G1733,  automat ic
47mm steel  case,  sapphire  bezel
Black and b lue d ia l 



///// 47

Ref .  2OVHS.B39A  

OVERSIZE GMT
Chronograph,  GMT,  b ig  date 
Cal ibre  G1733,  automat ic
47mm steel  case,  a luminium bezel 
Black and s i lver  d ia l  



48 ///// CHROnOfIGHTER

Ref.  2OVGG.B16A 

OVERSIZE GMT
Chronograph,  GMT,  b ig  date 
Cal ibre  G1733,  automat ic ,
47mm steel  and red gold  (18K)  case
Sapphire  bezel ,  b lack and green d ia l   

Ref .  2OVGG.B26A 

OVERSIZE GMT
Chronograph,  GMT,  b ig  date 

Cal ibre  G1733,  automat ic , 
47mm steel  and red gold  (18K)  case
Sapphire  bezel ,  b lack and b lue d ia l   



///// 49



“Time is an illusion.” Albert Einstein 



Prodive
Darkness, strange creatures, high pressure, abyss, sea caverns, words that describe the unknown deep 
underwater world sound mythical and full of thrill. GRAHAM wanted to make these words become reality and 
create a true luxury diver’s watch for professional adventurers and watch addicts. The Chronofighter Prodive 
is for the first time equipped with a patented start/stop/reset mechanism which allows the watch to be used to 
the limits the human being can dive to. However, each watch is tested to resist and go beyond 2000 feet (600m).

That’s the professional divers’ watch !
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56 ////// pRODIVE
SAVOIR-fAIRE

Screwed steel case back with shark  
imprinted and limited edition serial 
number (2CDAV.B01A)

Steel with black PVD 
fast-action 

start/stop/reset trigger 
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patented bayonet safety system

The rubber crown is equipped with an automatic 
locking system (bayonet) and a red safety ring 
which notifies the crown unlocking. This will 
assure you safe diving quests.



Ref .  2CDAV.u01A 

PRODIVE
Chronograph
Cal ibre  G1750,  automat ic  mono-pusher  movement
Automat ic  hel ium escape valve
Safety  bayonet  system
Unid i rect ional  rotat ing bezel
45mm steel  case,  b lue d ia l ,  2000  f t /600m 

58 ////// pRODIVE

Ref.  2CDAV.B02A 

PRODIVE
Chronograph

Cal ibre  G1750,  automat ic  mono-pusher  movement
Automat ic  hel ium escape valve

Safety  bayonet  system
Unid i rect ional  rotat ing bezel

45mm steel  case,  b lack d ia l ,  2000  f t /600m



Ref .2CDAV.B01A 

PRODIVE PROFESSIONAL
Chronograph

Cal ibre  G1750,  automat ic  mono-pusher  movement
Automat ic  hel ium escape valve

Safety  bayonet  system
Unid i rect ional  rotat ing bezel

45mm steel  case,  b lack d ia l ,  2000  f t /600m
Limi ted edi t ion  of  200

////// 59



“Punctuality is the thief of time.” Oscar Wilde



Swordfish
Strong bold lines, every inch a GRAHAM watch, the Swordfish owes a lot to the fish that inspired it. Fast, agile 
and very dangerous, the Swordfish is a vigorous, powerful fighter. It has a long sword attached to its skull and 
it has been known to run its sword through the planking of boats. They are not Mr Nice Guy. 

A Swordfish watch won’t help you to merge unnoticed into the background. If you want a first rate mechanical 
watch that functions beautifully as a stopwatch and isn’t afraid to be itself, this is it. 





64 /////// SwORDfISH BOOSTER IRIS
SAVOIR-fAIRE

Art & science

Nanometric section of the oxide’s layers 



The Swordfish Booster Iris is an iridescent-colored watch. Each piece is unique, not one has the 
same colour. Green, purple, blue, pink, it is impossible to state the exact colour. This rainbow 
effect is not due to pigment but interferences of light and extremely complex composition of the 
layers’ oxide. The steel case and components have been placed in big vacuums producing plasma 
reaction. A special nanometer-scale coating process has been developed exclusively for GRAHAM.



66 /////// SwORDfISH BOOSTER IRIS

Ref.  2SwBB.B39L 

BOOSTER IRIS
Chronograph  
Cal ibre  G1710,  automat ic
48  mm i r idescent  s teel  case
Black mother-of-pear l  d ia l ,  le f t
Only  avai lable  in  se lected stores   
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68 /////// SwORDfISH

Ref.  2SwBB.u36L

BOOSTER
Chronograph 
Cal ibre  G1710,  automat ic 
48mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case 
Black d ia l ,  le f t 



Ref .  2SwBB.S36L             

BOOSTER
Chronograph     
Cal ibre  G1710,  automat ic
48mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Black d ia l ,  le f t

Ref .  2SwBB.y36L 

BOOSTER
Chronograph

Cal ibre  G1710,  automat ic
48mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case

Black d ia l ,  le f t

 /////// 69



Ref .  2SwfS.w16R

DIAMONDS
Chronograph 319  d iamonds,  3 .294  cts
Cal ibre  G1710,  automat ic 
46mm steel  case
White  d ia l ,  r ight

Ref .  2SwfS.B38R

DIAMONDS
Chronograph 319  d iamonds,  3 .294  cts

Cal ibre  G1710,  automat ic 
46mm steel  case
Black d ia l ,  r ight

70 /////// SwORDfISH 



 /////// 71

Ref .  2SwfS.S10R 

DIAMONDS
Chronograph,  319  d iamonds,  3 .294cts

Cal ibre  G1710,  automat ic 
46mm steel  case 

Grey d ia l ,  r ight



“Better three hours too soon than a minute too late.” William Shakespeare 



Silverstone
A formula for a perfect chronograph

Silverstone racetrack saw its first race in 1947 when a dozen amateurs took over a disused Northamptonshire 
airfield and raced a two mile circuit. In the process, they also ran over an unfortunate sheep, hence the name 
“Mutton Grand Prix” for this first race. Silverstone has since become the home of British racing and the 
inspiration for this series of our watches. In 1950, the world’s first Formula One race was held there. Silverstone 
is the spiritual heart of the racing industry, and we’ve named our watches after corners and bends of the 
Silverstone circuit.

The functions you find on these chronographs are motorsport specific. The tachymeter scale on the bezel 
calculates average speed. The flyback function allows you to time laps without first stopping the chronograph. 
It’s all about fractions of a second, the difference between winning and losing.  





76 ////////  



Ref .  2BLfS.B36A

VINTAGE 30
Chronograph
Cal ibre  G1734,  automat ic 
47mm steel  case
Black d ia l

Ref .  2BLfS.w06A

VINTAGE 30
Chronograph

Cal ibre  G1734,  automat ic 
47mm steel  case

Off-whi te  d ia l

SILVERSTOnE //////// 77







80 //////// SILVERSTOnE
SAVOIR-fAIRE

Carbon or ceramic bezel & carbon dial

Screwed crown secured by an hexagonal bolt

Start/stop and reset pushers with 
“Clous de Paris” high grip pattern                    



//////// 81

Integrated tyre tread rubber strap

Big date with double discs 

Tachymeter

GMT/second time zone

High precision automatic chronograph inspired 
by motor racing technology   



82 //////// SILVERSTOnE

Ref.  2BLCB.B30A

STOWE GMT
Chronograph,  tachymeter,  f lyback
GMT/second t ime zone,  b ig  date
Cal ibre  1721 ,  automat ic
48mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Carbon bezel ,  b lack carbon d ia l
L imi ted edi t ion  of  500

Ref .  2BLCD.w04A

STOWE GMT
Chronograph,  tachymeter,  f lyback

GMT/second t ime zone,  b ig  date
Cal ibre  G1721,  automat ic

48mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Ceramic bezel ,  whi te  d ia l

L imi ted edi t ion  of  250
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Ref .  2BLCH.B33A 

STOWE GMT
Chronograph,  tachymeter,  f lyback

GMT/second t ime zone,  b ig  date
Cal ibre  G1721,  automat ic

48mm steel  case
Carbon bezel ,  b lack carbon d ia l

L imi ted edi t ion  of  500
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Ref.2BLDC.B34A

STOWE RACING
Chronograph,  tachymeter
Cal ibre  G1742,  automat ic 
48  mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case 
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack carbon d ia l 
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Ref .  2BLDC.B28A

STOWE RACING
Chronograph,  tachymeter 
Cal ibre  G1742,  automat ic 

48  mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case 
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack carbon d ia l 
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Ref.  2SAAB.B02A

STOWE 44
Chronograph,  tachymeter
Cal ibre  G1702,  automat ic 
44  mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack carbon d ia l

Ref .  2SAAB.B01A

STOWE 44
Chronograph,  tachymeter
Cal ibre  G1702,  automat ic 

44  mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack carbon d ia l
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Ref .  2SAAC.B04A 

STOWE 44
Chronograph,  tachymeter
Cal ibre  G1702,  automat ic 
44  mm steel  case
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack carbon d ia l 

Ref .  2SAAC.B03A 

STOWE 44
Chronograph,  tachymeter
Cal ibre  G1702,  automat ic 

44  mm steel  case
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack carbon d ia l 



 “The first step towards mastering time is always to make time meaningless” Robert Aickman 



Guy MartinGuy Martin

Graham in action
”We need each other. We may look all very different, but what we all have in common are these broad values 
that give us a reason for coming together”.
 
GRAHAM has build, over the last 18 years, its own Community ; a community with common goals & desires, a 
group of people sharing the same objectives and interacting with each other. This community consist of artists, 
performers, athletes, sportsmen, writers. They are brand friends and ‘share of voice’ of our products. They 
personify the core values of GRAHAM. We share with them the same values of human achievement, the same 
passion for challenge, involvement and belief in the future. They have the same ambition and determination as 
GRAHAM to overcome personal challenges and thrive. 

They feel close to the final products. They are true watchmakers enthusiasts.

From the heroic riders of the Tourist Trophy, through the much-esteemed referees of the RBS 6 Nations, to 
famous artists or performers, they have all an intimate connection with GRAHAM. They are strong partners 
with whom we not only can aim for common goals, but also make those goals a reality. We are proud of them… 



Guy Martin
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Ref.  2OVKT.S07A

CHRONOFIGHTER OVERSIZE REFEREE
Chronograph
Cal ibre  G1735,  automat ic ,  47mm t i tanium case
Ti tanium bezel  wi th  b lack sof t - touch rubber,  whi te  d ia l
L imi ted edi t ion  of  250

Ref .  2OVKK.B36A

CHRONOFIGHTER OVERSIZE REFEREE
Chronograph 

Cal ibre  G1735,  automat ic ,  47mm t i tanium case
Ti tanium bezel  wi th  b lack sof t - touch rubber,  b lack d ia l

L imi ted edi t ion  of  250



O F F I C I A L  T I M E K E E P E R  O F
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O F F I C I A L  T I M I N G  P A R T N E R  O F

John McGuinness
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Ref .  2BLuV.B25R

SILVERSTONE TOURIST TROPHY
Chronograph,  tachymeter 
Cal ibre  G1734,  automat ic

47mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
“Clous de Par is”  bezel ,  b lack d ia l

L imi ted edi t ion  of  200



O F F I C I A L  T I M E K E E P E R  O F
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Ref .  2CCAu.B04A.T17n

CHRONOFIGHTER OVERSIZE SCORE BAJA 1000
Chronograph,  tachymeter
Cal ibre  G1747,  automat ic

47mm steel  wi th  b lack PVD case
Ceramic bezel ,  b lack and beige d ia l

L imi ted edi t ion  of  100



“There is a time for departure even there’s no certain place to go.” Tennessee Williams 



Silverstone Tourbillograph
Defying gravity 

Of course, GRAHAM doesn’t really make watches for stowing away in cabinets. Hence, our engineers spent 
three years developing a shock resistant tourbillon that would also include a chronograph mechanism and on 
top of that would be self-winding. All these elements would make such a movement nothing less than a grande 
complication. 

The result is the Tourbillograph : The fusion of a tourbillon and an automatic column wheel (roue à colonnes – RAC) 
chronograph. Our engineers re-jigged the use of space inside the mechanism to make space for a bigger 
balance wheel and an oversize shock absorber. 

The Tourbillograph is a beautiful engine with an open heart. On the wrist, it almost feels like a living thing with 
the tourbillon rotating around its own axis once in 60 seconds, its fast pulsating balance and the mesmerising 
movement of complex intersecting wheels. A collectible watch some people still only wear for dress events – but 
they don’t have to. For us, GRAHAM watches belong on the wrists of people who are doing things.
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SAVOIR-fAIRE

A shockproof tourbillon

Automatic column-wheel chronograph
1 minute tourbillon. See-through tourbillon
 
Sapphire crystal with full size dimension (42 mm opening)
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Patented tourbillon double bridge construction, called “cintré”

Extra-light tourbillon cage : 0.485g

Haute horlogerie finishing. Perlages, Côtes de Genève, 
manually chamfered and polished bridges and bottom plate.
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Ref.  2TSAR.w01A

TOURBILLOGRAPH
Tourbi l lon ,  chronograph,  RAC,  tachymeter
Cal ibre  G1780,  automat ic
48mm red gold  (18K)  case,
White  d ia l
L imi ted edi t ion  of  25

Ref .  2TSAR.B04A

TOURBILLOGRAPH
Tourbi l lon ,  chronograph,  RAC,  tachymeter

Cal ibre  G1780,  automat ic
48mm red gold  (18K)  case,

Black d ia l
L imi ted edi t ion  of  25
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 “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Neil Armstrong 



Geo.Graham The Moon
The celestial mechanics has been a major scientific quest for centuries as well as a constant source 
of fascination and inspiration for mankind. Our senses are aroused as we gaze at the celestial mystery 
and serene beauty of the Moon.

“The Moon has a face like the clock in the hall” wrote Robert Louis Stevenson in one of his poems, 
finely insisting on the undeniable connection between time and space.

GRAHAM celestial manual flying tourbillon, called Geo.Graham The Moon embodies the mastery of 
astronomy applied to high-end watch making. This truly unique watch combines a tourbillon with 
a retrograde moon-phase function, the cycle being calculated on the Moon’s exact synodic period. 
At the end of each synodic period, the retrograde mechanism will make the Moon jump back to the 
beginning of a new moon-phase cycle.

The Moon is hand-painted on the dial as a tribute to its pure appearance and atmosphere. To magnify 
it, the pink gold (18K) case with faceted horns is set with a milky way sapphire coated bezel.

Renewal, mystery, intuition, wonder, balance, fertility ; this is what the Moon and stars refer to. Combined 
with our rich heritage it is also what will exude the Geo.Graham The Moon and its constellations of diamonds.
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Moon retrograde tourbillon

Hand-painted moon on the dial

Milky way bezel 
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Haute horlogerie movement

Manual flying tourbillon

Blue dial with constellations of 45 diamonds (0.24cts)

Pink gold case 18K

Hand-engraved case back
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Ref.  2GGAP.U01A 

GEO.GRAHAM THE MOON
Fly ing tourbi l lon ,  moon retrograde
Cal ibre  G1769 Haute  hor loger ie ,  manual 
46mm pink  gold  (18K)  case 
Blue d ia l  wi th  conste l la t ions  of  45  d iamonds (0 .24  ct )
L imi ted edi t ion  of  10
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 “Time is at once the most valuable and the most perishable of all our possessions.” John Randolph



Quality by Graham
GRAHAM still wants to reinvent the wheel....

Our engineers, designers and watchmakers create a form of mechanical perfection that doesn’t look or feel 
like just another Swiss watch. One that has its own quirky way of doing things. And indeed, our watches have 
a certain confidence about them. They’re not shy and retiring. They’ve got big movements, big features, big 
pushers and slightly bigger hands than most. We use mechanisms and materials in a slightly different way. For 
example, the trigger mechanism that starts the stopwatch, the use of ceramic and carbon fibre. We only use 
chronometer quality movements. 

We go to slightly potty lengths to create a shock resistant tourbillon. Our watch wearers don’t spend their lives 
gardening. They do stuff and that means grief for a watch mechanism.  

We devote years to cracking problems like that. George Graham would have been proud.
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Swiss Made movements with a British twist...

All our movements are Swiss Made. Our specialities are all engineered and produced in small numbers for us next door 
here in La Chaux-de-Fonds. 

We do this not for show but to make watches with special features and functions : tourbillon ; split seconds or rattrapante 
chronograph ; the combination of Flyback or retour en vol chronograph, GMT/second time zone and big date ; column 
wheel or roue à colonnes (R.A.C.) chronograph ; alarm with GMT/second time zone. 

And we go to great length to build watches never seen before : to construct a tourbillon in an automatic column wheel 
chronograph and to engineer it so that it is shock resistant, was no mean feat by the best Swiss engineers, in the spirit 
of George Graham. 

As each watch has a personality, is almost a living thing, it of course has to have its own passport with its own 
photograph in it. Each such passport is signed by a watchmaker because ultimately, this is what we are : Swiss 
Watchmakers.
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Quality is a hallmark of every GRAHAM watch. GRAHAM’s high level of quality is founded on the careful selection and 
permanent follow-up of all its suppliers and their products. A GRAHAM watch means reliability, rigorous quality control. 
Meticulous workmanship builds each watch and brings it to life with calm, patience and an appreciation of precision 
founded on time-honoured skills. Throughout the design and production phases, every GRAHAM watch is scrupulously 
checked to ensure perfection. 

High quality components

All the materials and components used in the creation of each watch – from the smallest hands to the bezels – are 
examined in minute detail before being allowed into the production process. And these processes are carefully 
optimized to ensure the quality of every watch. They are subjected to very severe controls on the technical, 
dimensional and aesthetic plans. We verify the shape, the color and the flatness of hands, and quality of dials and 
bracelets. Specialists examine closely all the functions : manipulation of buttons, rotation of the glasses, efficiency  
of the automatic rewinding, power reserve, functioning of the calendar. Visual controls guarantee the aesthetic 
perfection of all the components. 
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Timing accuracy test

When the mechanical watch heads are assembled 
and completed, they must pass a rewinding test 
on dedicated machine during 24 hours. Then, 
they must pass a timing accuracy test which 
measures the rate of accuracy, the beat error 
and the amplitude.

RIGOROuS TEST 
AnD COnTROL
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water resistance test

GRAHAM carries out real test of water resistance 
on 100% of its production in water and under-
pressure. 
The watches are placed inside the tank. The lid 
is closed and tightened. Pressure is increased 
by turning the hand wheel, on the side of the 
equipment. There is a pressure gauge which 
indicates the pressure being applied to the 
watch. If the glass doesn’t crack and there is no 
introduction of water inside the case, the watch 
is certified water-resistant. 
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A dedicated test 
for the Chronofighter prodive

The Chronofighter Prodive must pass in our 
workshop a special test to verify that the 
chronograph function and the lever are operable 
down to 600m/2000ft and the whole system 
is water-resistant. The timepiece is placed 
in a special tank under pressure. Then the 
chronograph reliability is tested by pushing on 
the chronograph start/stop lever.

The Chronofighter Prodive Professional must 
pass an additional diving certification delivered 
by Laboratoire Dubois SA, a Swiss independent 
laboratory located in La Chaux-de-Fonds. 
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Condensation test 
(in accordance with 

ISO 2281 § 8.2.2)

The watch is placed on a heated plate at a 
temperature of 55°C. When the watch has reached 
this temperature, it is then placed on a cooling 
plate. This produces a thermal shock which 
reveals the condensation on the interior surface 
of the glass. If any humidity is detected, the 
watch is eliminated and sent to a watchmaker 
for rectification. 
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Philipp Fankhauser

Cameron Donald

Guy Martin

Graham Rahal

Athichart Chummanol

Chris Ashton

Keith Flint

Azlan 
Iskandar  



CJ Wilson

Jeff Wang

Dimitri 
Szarzewski

John McGuinness

Mario Dominguez 

Hideki                                       Mutoh

Steve Finn

Giles Kristian

“We have chosen, 
 we feel, we live GRAHAM...”
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According to FHH glossary (Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie)

Bayonet safety system : A fixing-device consisting of a socket with a slot 
into which a fixed part engages, thus holding the socket in position. In the 
Chronofighter Prodive, the bayonet system triggers the crown unlocking  ; 
it assures safe diving quests.

flyback : A function of particular use to pilots by which the chronograph 
hand can be reset to zero and immediately started again by pressing once 
on the pushpiece. Indeed, the operation of stopping, returning to zero 
and restarting the hand in three separate movements would be too time-
consuming at high speed.

flying tourbillon : A system devised and patented by Abraham-Louis 
Breguet in 1801 to compensate for errors of rate caused by the Earth’s 
gravitational force in upright positions. The escapement is mounted in a 
revolving cage with the regulating organ (balance) at the centre.

GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) : Second time zone. Mean time at the meridian 
of the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, which is the prime meridian of the 
world. GMT is a civil time beginning at midnight.

Helium escape valve : It is a feature of diving watches. During a deep dive, 
the helium escape valve will allow helium which has entered the case to 
escape, preventing the watch from exploding on decompression. It can 
be manual or automatic. On the Chronofighter Prodive, the helium escape 
valve is automatic. It does not require any adjustment or action.

Lever : cf Trigger.

power reserve : The duration, given in hours or days, a fully-wound watch 
will function without being wound again.

RAC (roue à colonne, in english : column wheel) : The wheel which 
coordinates the start, stop and return to zero functions of the chronograph 
hand. In a standard quality chronograph, the column wheel is replaced by 
a system of cames.

Retrograde : An hour, minute, seconds or calendar hand which moves 
across a scale and, at the end of its cycle, returns immediately to zero to 
begin again.

Tachymeter : An instrument for measuring speed. In watch making, a 
chronograph or sports counter with a scale for reading speed in kilometres 
per hour (kph) or another unit.

Telemeter : A chronograph or subdial featuring a telemeter scale with 
which to measure the distance between an event and an observer based 
on the speed of sound.

Trigger (or lever) : For GRAHAM, the trigger (also called “lever”) is a 
device which allows to operate the chronograph intuitively. Originally 
used in aviation, by pilots who wore big gloves, it is a fail-safe system 
which does not distract the wearer from vital tasks because the left-hand 
lever is effortlessly reached with the right hand. The thumb, the fastest 
of all fingers, starts and stops the chronograph. This trigger is a real 
GRAHAM signature.
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